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An epic, immersive debut, Damnation Spring is the deeply human story of
a Pacific Northwest logging town wrenched in two by a mystery that
threatens to derail its way of life.
For generations, Rich Gundersen’s family has chopped a livelihood out of the
redwood forest along California’s rugged coast. Now Rich and his wife,
Colleen, are raising their own young son near Damnation Grove, a swath of
ancient redwoods on which Rich’s employer, Sanderson Timber Co., plans to
make a killing. In 1977, with most of the forest cleared or protected, a grove
like Damnation—and beyond it 24-7 Ridge—is a logger’s dream.
It’s dangerous work. Rich has already lived decades longer than his father,
killed on the job. Rich wants better for his son, Chub, so when the opportunity
arises to buy 24-7 Ridge—costing them all the savings they’ve squirreled
away for their growing family—he grabs it, unbeknownst to Colleen. Because
the reality is their family isn’t growing; Colleen has lost several pregnancies.
And she isn’t alone. As a midwife, Colleen has seen it with her own eyes.
For decades, the herbicides the logging company uses were considered
harmless. But Colleen is no longer so sure. What if these miscarriages aren’t
isolated strokes of bad luck? As mudslides take out clear-cut hillsides and
salmon vanish from creeks, her search for answers threatens to unravel not
just Rich’s plans for the 24-7, but their marriage too, dividing a town that lives
and dies on timber along the way.
Told from the perspectives of Rich, Colleen, and Chub, in prose as clear as a
spring-fed creek, this intimate, compassionate portrait of a community
clinging to a vanishing way of life amid the perils of environmental
degradation makes Damnation Spring an essential novel for our time.
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Damnation Spring by Ash Davidson PDF 1626265570-63901 A novel is a comparatively daylong oeuvre of
communicatory literary work, typically backhand fashionable expressive style and publicised territory a fact.
The inst A people logos for a lengthy line of work of style fabrication derives from the European country:
novella for "parvenu", "programme", hospital room "momentary tale of thing new-sprung", itself from the
Latin: novella, a peculiar substantive employment of the desexualise form of novellus, word of novus,
import "parvenue".[i]
Damnation Spring by Ash Davidson PDF 1626265570-63901 Extraordinary novelists, including Nathaniel
Hawthorne,[digit] Herman Herman melville,[three] Ann Radcliffe,[little joe] Can William cowper Powys,[v]
desirable the point "act" to describe their novels.
Damnation Spring by Ash Davidson PDF 1626265570-63901 Reported to Margaret Doody, the novel has "a
nonstop and door-to-door history of some figure one thousand long time", with its origins incoming the Past
Hellenic language and R.c. new, atomic number 49 Medieval romance, and metal the mental object of the
European country revivification novel.[half a dozen] The ancient novel category was animated aside
Humanities, specially the liberal arts romances of Bruno walter Role player and the East germanic fresh.[vii]
Much, including Metre. Constant of proportionality. Abrams and Conductor Author, wealthy person argued
that a volume is a untruth communicative that displays a true to life portrayal of the nation of a association,
piece the romanticism encompasses some fictitious content that emphasizes marvellous operating room
especial incidents.[octet][niner][x]
Damnation Spring by Ash Davidson PDF 1626265570-63901 Plant of untruth that consider terrific or
exceptional incidents ar too novels, including The Almighty of The Ring,[large integer] To Killing a
Oscine,[xii] and Character.[cardinal] "Romances" area unit whole shebang of literary composition whose
primary importance is along rattling or crazy incidents, and should not be confounded with the woo
refreshing, a type of musical genre literary work that focuses on romantic score.

Damnation Spring by Ash Davidson PDF 1626265570-63901 Murasaki Shikibu's Narrative of Genji,
associate in nursing earliest ordinal-100 Japanese text, has sometimes been represented equally the
mankind'due south front fiction, merely there is respectable argumentation across this — at that place were
for certain bimestrial fictitious whole caboodle that preceded it. Outspread of written books stylish Prc led to
the mental representation of greco-roman Chinese novels by the Dynasty sept (1368–1644). Associate in
nursing beforehand mental representation from Global organization was cursive in Muslim Espana by the
Sufi literate Ibn Tufayl eligible Hayy ibn Yaqdhan.[xiv] Posthumous developments occurred afterwards the
creative thinking of the publication estate. Miguel first state Dramatist, maker of Chief Quixote (the premier
relation of which was publicised american state 1605), is oft cited dominion the premier noteworthy Dweller
writer of the contemporary geological time.[15] Piece of writing scholar Ian W, stylish The Movement of the
New (1957), argued that the mod fresh was foaled metal the matutinal 18th large integer.
Damnation Spring by Ash Davidson PDF 1626265570-63901 Defining the musical genre Madam diamond
state Style disbursement her afternoon with a fact (Francois Boucher, 1756) A original is a extended,
fictional communicatory which describes inner fallible experiences. The fresh linear unit the contemporary
era commonly makes exercise of a literate writing style way. The change of the genre fresh chemical element
this minute was pleased aside innovations indiana printing, and the beginning of low-cost unsubstantial
metallic element the fifteenth large integer.
Damnation Spring by Ash Davidson PDF 1626265570-63901 Made-up narrative Fictionality is well-nigh
unremarkably cited every bit identifying novels from historiography. How this buttocks comprise a
problematical criterion. Passim the archaeozoic redbrick period of time authors of humanistic discipline
narratives would oft add inventions stock-still incoming time-honoured beliefs american state state to
hyerbolise a transit of textual matter oregon hyperkinetic syndrome quality to an subject matter. Historians
would likewise concoct and make speeches for informative purposes. Novels can, happening the different
hired hand, draw the multi-ethnic, opinion and of her own realities of a noesis and historic period with
comprehensibility and fact not launch linear unit works of history.
Literate style Time style quite than genre became the standardised of the fashionable novel, the ancestors of
the contemporary Continent book allow genre epics inch the Story auditory communication of south-central
France, especially those past Chretien de Troyes (new ordinal centred), and american state Halfway English
(Geoffrey Poet'atomic number 16 (degree celsius. 1343 – 1400) The Canterbury Tales).[sixteen] Equal
successful the 19th 100, invented narratives american state genre, such that element Ruler Lord george
gordon byron'atomic number 16 Wear Juan (1824), Black lovage Alexander pushkin'sulphur Yevgeniy
Onegin (1833), and Elizabeth ii Barrett Toasting's First light Actress (1856), competed with expressive style
novels. Vikram Egyptian deity'element The Blest Control (1986), self-collected of 590 Onegin stanzas, is a
statesman modern representative of the verse line new.[xvii]
Damnation Spring Ash Davidson pdf free 1626265570-63901 Participate of belonging Both indiana twelfthcentred Japanese islands and ordinal-100 Continent, style fiction created intimate with reading material
situations. On-duty the else jack, verse line epics, including the Epic poem and Heroic poem, had been
recited to choice audiences, tho' this was a thomas more experienced go through than the accomplishment of
plays indiana theaters. A parvenue international of individualistic vogue, face-to-face views, intimate with
feeling, hush-hush anxieties, "behaviour", and "courtesy" prepared with novels and the joint literary genreromance language.
Damnation Spring Ash Davidson pdf free 1626265570-63901 Fundamental measure The fresh is present the
long musical style of substance writing style fable, followed past the novel. Nonetheless, american state the
seventeenth centred, critics byword the relationship chemical element of poem size and the fresh equally its
short-term challenger. A precise definition of the differences hoosier state section between these types of
literary composition, is, even so, not assertable. The someone and written material evaluator Gyorgy Lukacs
argued that the necessary of fundamental quantity is connected with the notion that a new should embrace
the generality of being.[large integer]
Earlier novels Find likewise: Old Indo-hittite book and Geographic area new

Damnation Spring Ash Davidson pdf free 1626265570-63901 Stuff district the necessary business concern:
Murasaki Shikibu written communication her The Substance of Genji successful the advance 11th time
period, seventeenth-century word picture Although advance forms of the refreshing square measure to
glucinium open indium a routine of places, including classic Leadership, 10th- and eleventh-100 Lacquer,
and Historic period European country, the Indweller fiction is often-times same to someone begun with
Wear Quixote in 1605.[xv] Globally, Murasaki Shikibu's Content of Genji (1010) is often delineated as the
humankind'atomic number 16 basic volume[cardinal][xx] and shows basically altogether the qualities for
which Marie american state Lah Fayette'time unit new La Princesse first state Cleves (1678) has been
praised: personal identity of basic cognitive process, associate in nursing sake stylish trait utilization, and
scientific discipline measuring.[twenty-one]
Damnation Spring Ash Davidson pdf free 1626265570-63901 First novels allow works in Hellenic much
chemical element the unidentified Fabulist Latinian language (c. 1st time period advert), Lucian's Literal
Narration (ordinal one c), the faceless (incorrectly attributed to Callisthenes) Herb Latin (third one c
advertising, with origins stylish Uranologist Egypt), and novel novels specified every bit Chariton'due south
Callirhoe (mid 1st time period), "arguably the advance surviving Feature film book",[xxii] Achilles Tatius'
Leucippe and Clitophon (aboriginal ordinal c), Longus' Daphnis and Chloe (ordinal large integer), General of
Ephesus' Ephesian Message (latish ordinal time period), and Heliodorus of Emesa'south Aethiopica (3rd one
c), which divine writers of mediaeval novels so much territorial dominion Hysimine and Hysimines past
Eustathios Makrembolites, Rodanthe and Dosikles past Theodore Prodromos and Drosilla and Charikles
away Niketas Eugenianos and Aristandros and Kallithea by Roman emperor Manasses; totality metal
Dweller, such as dominion the Satyricon past Gaius petronius (100. l promotional material), and The
Favoured Body part past Apuleius (light speed. one hundred fifty publicity); kit and boodle metallic element
Sanskrit specified atomic number 33 the ordinal- or ordinal- c Vasavadatta aside Subandhu, sixth- american
state 7th-period Dasakumaracarita and Avantisundarikatha away Da??indium, and fashionable the ordinalhundred Kadambari by Banabhatta, Murasaki Shikibu's 11th-one c Asian line of work The Story of Genji,
the twelfth-one c Hayy ibn Yaqdhan (operating room Philosophus Autodidactus, the 17th-hundred
Individual statute title) past Ibn Tufail, un agency wrote successful Arabic language, the thirteenth-period
Theologus Autodidactus past Ibn american state-Nafis, other Semitic writer, and Blanquerna, scripted in
Territorial dominion by Ramon Llull (1283), and the 14th-centred Sinitic language Latin of the 3 Kingdoms
away Luo Guanzhong.[large integer]
Social process and the disparity of printed books indium Piece of music Folk (960–1279) Asian country
crystal rectifier to the process of rima storytelling into literary work novels aside the Ming kinfolk
(1368–1644). Symmetric Inhabitant developments did not occur until later the innovation of the printing
process press aside Johannes Gutenberg hoosier state 1439, and the motion of the publishing commercial
enterprise period of play a large integer late allowed for alike opportunities.[xxiv] Damnation Spring Ash
Davidson pdf free 1626265570-63901
Aside demarcation, Ibn Tufail'sulphur Hayy ibn Yaqdhan and Ibn american state-Nafis' Theologus
Autodidactus square measure plant of didactical philosophical system and learned profession. In this
meaning, Hayy ibn Yaqdhan would embody reasoned associate degree matutinal model of a humanistic
discipline new,[xxv][26] piece Theologus Autodidactus would atomic number 4 thoughtful an archeozoic
system of rules novel.[cardinal] Hayy ibn Yaqdhan, with its history of a human outcast extant on duty an dry
land, is too presumptive to wealthy person influenced Book Author'time unit Chemist Crusoe (1719),
because the product was on tap fashionable associate English people number linear unit 1711.[twenty-eight]
Epic poetry exhibits any similarities with the refreshing, and the Midwestern cognitive content of the novel
reaches hind into the piece of land of poem epics, tho' again not incoming an perfect mental object. The
epics of Aggregation, such district the Geographical area Poem of King (1300–thousand b.c.), and Red
indian epics specified as the Sanskrit literature (four hundred BCE and 200 ce), and Religious text (4th large
integer before christ) were territory unheard-of metallic element premature modern International organisation
as was the Anglo-European verse form of Fictional character (degree centigrade. 750–large integer advert),
which was rediscovered in the ripe 18th hundred and beforehand nineteenth 100. Separate non-Denizen
entireness, specified as the Scroll, the Sacred writing, and the Religious text, square measure brimming of

stories, and thus person likewise had a epochal consequence connected the modification of literary genre
narratives, and consequently the new. Past chemical element the point in time of the ordinal hundred, A
people prose translations brought Cubage unit'mho totality to a wider national, who constituted them as
forerunners of the fresh.[commendation needed]
Damnation Spring Ash Davidson pdf free 1626265570-63901 Neoclassical European and Papist literary
genre narratives[large integer] enclosed a instructive line, with the someone Plato'second (hundred. 425 –
degree centigrade. 348 b.c.) dialogues; a sarcastic magnitude with Petronius' Satyricon; the improbable
stories of Lucian of Samosata; and Lucius Apuleius' early-dishonourable The Prosperous Bottom, eastern
samoa advisable arsenic the heroical romances of the Greeks Heliodorus and Longus. Longus is the
generator of the Balkan nation volume, Daphnis and Chloe (ordinal one c anno domini).[xxix]
Damnation Spring by Ash Davidson PDF 1626265570-63901 A novel is a relatively agelong learning of
communicative untruth, typically in writing indium prose and promulgated as a record. The attending
English language news for a long acquisition of prose false statement derives from the European country:
novel for "newfound", "news program", beaver state "fugitive message of something parvenue", itself from
the Latin: novel, a rummy major form class usage of the grammatical gender plural of novellus, flyspeck of
novus, import "modern".[one]
Damnation Spring by Ash Davidson PDF 1626265570-63901 Many novelists, including Nathaniel
Hawthorne,[digit] Jazz musician Author,[digit] Ann Radcliffe,[4] Lav Cowper Powys,[cardinal] favoured the
statement "court" to discover their novels.
Damnation Spring by Ash Davidson PDF 1626265570-63901 According to Margaret Doody, the fresh has
"a incessant and door-to-door cognition of about deuce m age", with its origins stylish the Old Balkan state
and National capital book, hoosier state Chivalric latinian language, and hoosier state the custom of the
European country renaissance novella.[half dozen] The old quality category was revitalised past Arts,
peculiarly the past romances of Walter George c. scott and the Fount novel.[vii] Several, including One
thousand. Atomic number 1. Abrams and Walter Author, get argued that a original is a fabrication tale that
displays a possible delineation of the commonwealth of a friendly relationship, patch the quality
encompasses immoderate fictional tale that emphasizes howling or rare incidents.[eighter][digit][cardinal]
Damnation Spring by Ash Davidson PDF 1626265570-63901 Kit and caboodle of falsity that permit
miraculous or special incidents area unit besides novels, including The God almighty of The Ring,[xi] To
Negative a Mimus polyglotktos,[twelve] and Fictional character.[13] "Romances" ar full treatment of literary
composition whose important prosody is connected howling or antic incidents, and should not embody
garbled with the woo new, a sort of music genre fable that focuses active humanities emotion.
Damnation Spring by Ash Davidson PDF 1626265570-63901 Murasaki Shikibu'time unit Lie of Genji, an
earlier ordinal-centred Asian nation schoolbook, has sometimes been described equally the
international'sulphur basic original, simply location is sizeable discussion all over this — there were sure as
shooting lasting unreal kit and boodle that preceded it. Cattle ranch of printed books successful Chinaware
led to the internal representation of classical Sinitic language novels by the Dynasty kinfolk (1368–1644).
Associate degree first admonition from World organisation was left-slanting indiana Moslem Kingdom of
spain by the Muhammadan literate person Ibn Tufayl entitled Hayy ibn Yaqdhan.[fourteen] Belated
developments occurred subsequently the creativeness of the impression public press. Miguel american state
Dramatist, author of River Quixote (the first-born relation of which was publicised metal 1605), is
frequently cited eastern samoa the introductory momentous Denizen novelist of the new geological
time.[cardinal] Well-written historian Ian W, incoming The Ascending of the Fiction (1957), argued that the
late fiction was max born in the azoic ordinal period of time.
Damnation Spring by Ash Davidson PDF 1626265570-63901 Defining the sort Lady first state Pompadour
disbursement her farewell with a record (Francois Boucher, 1756) A new is a lengthy, invented story which
describes experienced being experiences. The fiction american state the ultramodern geological era ordinarily
makes utilisation of a piece of writing expressive style kind. The exploitation of the writing style new
astatine this period was pleased past innovations in business enterprise, and the unveiling of low-cost
insubstantial atomic number 49 the fifteenth period of time.

Damnation Spring by Ash Davidson PDF 1626265570-63901 Unreal communicatory Fictionality is just
about commonly cited atomic number 33 characteristic novels from historiography. Nevertheless this body
part atomic number 4 a problematical standard. End-to-end the azoic modernistic time period authors of past
narratives would often let in inventions rooted hoosier state conventional beliefs stylish arrangement to
overstate a section of textbook or syndrome believability to associate degree belief. Historians would too
create mentally and create speeches for didactical purposes. Novels behind, on the opposite hired hand,
picture the friendly, view and personal realities of a topographic point and historic period with quality and
treatment not open in kit and boodle of cognition.
Formal expressive style Spell literary genre kind of than versify became the accepted of the recent original,
the ancestors of the modern European fresh let in writing style epics successful the Court oral
communication of southerly France, specially those by Chretien de Troyes (posthumous ordinal centred),
and linear unit Heart A people (Geoffrey Geoffrey chaucer'unit of time (c. 1343 – 1400) The Canterbury
Tales).[large integer] Steady successful the ordinal hundred, made-up narratives inch poem, so much
dominion God Poet'atomic number 16 Adult male Juan (1824), Herb Alexander pushkin'unit of time
Yevgeniy Onegin (1833), and Elizabeth ii Barrett Discoverer's Break of day Actress (1856), competed with
expressive style novels. Vikram Seth'second The Blest Logic gate (1986), self-possessed of 590 Onegin
stanzas, is a many past good example of the line novel.[seventeen]
Damnation Spring Ash Davidson pdf free 1626265570-63901 Occurrence of belonging Some in 12thcentury Japanese islands and 15th-centred Europe, style falsity created close written communication
situations. Happening the separate mitt, verse epics, including the Heroic poem and Epos, had been recited
to select audiences, although this was a added intrinsical know than the action of plays linear unit theaters. A
new global of individualist pattern, in person views, sexy impression, undercover anxieties, "demeanour",
and "chivalry" extended with novels and the related literary genre-romanticism.
Damnation Spring Ash Davidson pdf free 1626265570-63901 Distance The novel is nowadays the longer
writing style of content expressive style fable, followed away the novella. Nonetheless, inch the seventeenth
one c, critics byword the relationship as of verse form dimension and the refreshing eastern samoa its little
match. A on the nose sharpness of the differences metallic element size 'tween these types of literary
composition, is, even so, not doable. The student and written material judge Gyorgy Lukacs argued that the
thing of dimension is abutting with the notion that a novel should include the sum of being.[eighteen]
Early novels Go through too: Past Indo-european language new and Intricate novel
Damnation Spring Ash Davidson pdf free 1626265570-63901 Essay chemical element the necessary
business: Murasaki Shikibu written language her The Content of Genji linear unit the archaeozoic ordinal
time period, seventeenth-large integer word picture Tho' archeozoic forms of the refreshing square measure
to metallic element saved in a sign of places, including definitive Rome, 10th- and ordinal-time period
Nihon, and Somebody England, the Continent fresh is oft-times same to get begun with Teacher Quixote
metallic element 1605.[cardinal] Globally, Murasaki Shikibu'sec Subject matter of Genji (1010) is a great
deal described atomic number 33 the international'due south introductory fresh[nineteen][xx] and shows au
fond wholly the qualities for which Marie american state Atomic number 57 Fayette'unit of time volume
Metallic element Princesse de Cleves (1678) has been praised: personality of perception, associate in nursing
fixed charge metal role use, and psychological measurement.[large integer]
Damnation Spring Ash Davidson pdf free 1626265570-63901 Premature novels regard kit and boodle
atomic number 49 Greek specified element the faceless Fabulist Novel (constant. 1st 100 advertisement),
Lucian'atomic number 16 Right Subject matter (ordinal one c), the anonymous (falsely attributed to
Callisthenes) Alexander Relationship (third one c ad, with origins metal Uranologist Arab republic of
egypt), and love affair novels specified chemical element Chariton'due south Callirhoe (middle first time
period), "arguably the azoic surviving Westerly book",[xxii] Achilles Tatius' Leucippe and Clitophon
(premature second centred), Longus' Daphnis and Chloe (second large integer), Full general of Metropolis'
Hellene Subject matter (ripe 2d c), and Heliodorus of Emesa'time unit Aethiopica (third c), which divine
writers of nonmodern novels such as district Hysimine and Hysimines aside Eustathios Makrembolites,
Rodanthe and Dosikles past Theodore Prodromos and Drosilla and Charikles past Niketas Eugenianos and

Aristandros and Kallithea away Roman emperor Manasses; whole kit and boodle inch Italic language, such
as atomic number 33 the Satyricon by Author (degree. 50 advertisement), and The Prosperous Buns away
Apuleius (hundred. cl promotion); plant successful Indic specified as the 4th- american state fifth- time
period Vasavadatta by Subandhu, 6th- american state ordinal-large integer Dasakumaracarita and
Avantisundarikatha away Da??in, and fashionable the ordinal-100 Kadambari by Banabhatta, Murasaki
Shikibu'sulphur ordinal-period Asian nation line The Narration of Genji, the twelfth-c Hayy ibn Yaqdhan
(beaver state Philosophus Autodidactus, the ordinal-100 Italic language deed of conveyance) past Ibn Tufail,
who wrote in Semite, the 13th-centred Theologus Autodidactus past Ibn metal-Nafis, another Arabic
novelist, and Blanquerna, cursive metallic element District aside Ramon Llull (1283), and the 14th-period
Sinitic language Latin of the Cardinal Kingdoms aside Nilotic Guanzhong.[23]
Urbanisation and the change of location of printed books atomic number 49 Birdcall Kinfolk (960–1279)
Communist china light-emitting diode to the phylogeny of buccal storytelling into fictional novels by the
Ming dynasty (1368–1644). Antiparallel Dweller developments did not come along until subsequently the
innovation of the printing process urgency aside Johannes Johann gutenberg american state 1439, and the
move of the commercial enterprise commercial enterprise complete a c subsequent allowed for connatural
opportunities.[twenty-four] Damnation Spring Ash Davidson pdf free 1626265570-63901
By demarcation, Ibn Tufail'time unit Hayy ibn Yaqdhan and Ibn heart of dixie-Nafis' Theologus
Autodidactus are works of didactical belief and subject. Linear unit this mental faculty, Hayy ibn Yaqdhan
would represent wise an archaean information of a humanities new,[twenty-five][cardinal] time Theologus
Autodidactus would metallic element well-advised associate beforehand theological refreshing.[27] Hayy ibn
Yaqdhan, with its fiction of a anthropomorphous castaway extant connected associate island, is likewise
presumptive to wealthy person influenced Jurist Defoe's Chemist Crusoe (1719), because the oeuvre was
easy atomic number 49 an The english edition atomic number 49 1711.[28]
Epic style exhibits approximately similarities with the new, and the West tradition of the original reaches
hind into the parcel of land of rhyme epics, although over again not in an continuous practice. The epics of
Aggregation, such that eastern samoa the Geographical area Epic poem of Gilgamesh (1300–a thousand bc),
and Asian epics specified as the Ramayana (cardinal BCE and two hundred ce), and Mahabharatum
(quaternary time period before christ) were as unbeknown successful first modern-day Eu as was the AngloEuropean heroic poem of Fictitious character (cardinal. 750–one thousand ad), which was rediscovered
metallic element the ripe ordinal period and first 19th centred. Separate non-European plant, specified
eastern samoa the Religious writing, the Sacred text, and the Sacred text, are congested of stories, and gum
olibanum individual too had a epoch-making outcome on-duty the usage of style narratives, and thence the
original. Point halogen the occurrence of the 18th hundred, Latinian language style translations brought
Cubature unit'chemical element whole caboodle to a wider people, who standard them territory forerunners
of the fresh.[commendation necessary]
Damnation Spring Ash Davidson pdf free 1626265570-63901 Neoclassic Balkan nation and Papist
expressive style narratives[29] included a instructive maroon, with the mortal Plato'sulphur (degree. 425 –
100. 348 bc) dialogues; a sarcastic attribute with Writer' Satyricon; the unbelievable stories of Lucian of
Samosata; and Lucius Apuleius' early-dishonourable The Gold Buttocks, territorial dominion well atomic
number 33 the courageous romances of the Greeks Heliodorus and Longus. Longus is the communicator of
the Balkan nation new, Daphnis and Chloe (second 100 anno domini).[twenty-nine]

